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What is definition of romance

Spontaneous getaways and supersize bouquets settle squabbles in rom-coms and other fantasy realms, but in the real world, romantic gestures aren't cure-alls for relationship problems. In fact, unromantic gestures can be the better salve. Because couples are marrying later and living together before they do, continual improvement of the partnership
is more important (and effective) than quick fixes, says Lisa Thomas, a licensed marriage therapist in Colorado. Nobody is suggesting romance be killed off completely—far from it. It's just smart to add these unconventional strengtheners into the happy-couple mix. Consider a Love ContractThe Convention: Love should be spontaneous, not scripted.
The Counter: "If you negotiate difficult issues up front, your relationship will have a much stronger footing," says Paul Hokemeyer, Ph.D., a Manhattan-based marriage therapist. See: cohabitation agreements increasing 39 percent in the past five years, per the American Academy of Matrimonial Lawyers, and couples creating DIY versions, using sites
like 4relationshipcontract.com. Even the prince and princess of Silicon Valley, Mark Zuckerberg and his then-girlfriend (now wife) Priscilla Chan, reportedly made one. The Realistic Approach: When the two of you get serious, discuss how you each want the relationship to work, says Hokemeyer. "Tell him, 'I want us both to be happy, so let's talk.'"
Hash out issues like sex, money, religion, and chores. Putting the plan into writing is key, but involving the law is optional. Spend Time ApartThe Convention: The more minutes you spend together, the closer you'll be. The Counter: Maintaining independence actually solidifies couples. Experts say that constantly learning new things about each other
is vital to keeping your relationship as riveting as your Twitter feed. "You can't be glued at the hip to make that happen," says Thomas. The Realistic Approach: Take regular solo time. Natalie Magaña, 25, and her husband, of Chicago, do their own thing two or three nights a week. "After being apart, I look forward to telling him about the shenanigans
I had with my friends, and I can't wait to hear about his," she says. Schedule SexThe Convention: Penciling in intimacy is clinical. The Counter: "It gives the message that, at that time, nothing is more important than being together," says Thomas. Plus, the more sex you have, the happier you'll be. Couples who gratify each other's sexual needs are 65
percent more likely to be satisfied in their pairing than those who don't, says a 2011 study in the Journal of Sex & Marital Therapy. The Realistic Approach: To up how often you undress each other, say "I miss having sex with you," says Thomas, who advises mandated sack time once a week. If you aren't in the mood at that hour, cuddle or kiss instead.
Welcome the Rough PatchThe Convention: Focusing only on the positives helps couples through tough times. The Counter: In fragile unions, having some don't-want-the-neighbors-to-hear disagreements can help the relationship survive, per a study from the University of Tennessee. Doing so helps probe—and repair—what's wrong. "You have to feel
free to tell your partner something about them isn't fantastic," says Mary Vandergrift, 35, of Pittsburgh, who practices this with her husband. The Realistic Approach: Fight clean, advises Thomas. Remember to focus on finding a solution, not KO'ing your sparring partner. If you do get nasty, apologize for morphing into a mean girl and explain why you
got upset. Don't Talk About Your Relationship with OthersThe Convention: Solid couples gush—and vent—about each other to their friends. The Counter: Blabbing too much can make your relationship feel like a reality show. When Sheila Dichoso, 29, of Los Angeles, started dating her now-fiancé, she told her friends everything, good and bad. But
those spillfests can weaken his trust and put pressure on the couple's every move, says Thomas. Sheila soon resolved to keep mum about her relationship. "Now it's like we have our own fun, private world," she says. The Realistic Approach: Pick one person to confide in, says Thomas. Sheila's is her older sister. "She knows both of us, so when we have
problems, she tells me when I'm the one who's being a jerk!" she says. In which case, a small romantic gesture—see below—might be just the thing. 5 Romantic Gestures to Embrace Say "I Love You" Those words "give a true sense of security," says Lisa Thomas, a licensed marriage therapist in Colorado. Say them less out of habit, more when you're
struck by how much you adore him. Surprise Each Other Romance ain't no big thing. Hide a handwritten note in his briefcase, download a sexy song on his iPod, or cook his favorite meal, says Thomas. And he should follow suit! Celebrate Revel in his achievements. A study at UCLA found that couples' actions during happy moments are more
important than what they do during trying ones. Talk Dirty "'You look nice' is fine, but when my husband says 'Your boobs are awesome' or 'Your ass looks delicious,' it gives me a real lift," says Thomas. Have Rituals Whether it's Sunday-morning breakfast or a phone call on the way home, routines are crucial to a solid twosome, according to a 2010
report in Communications Studies. This content is created and maintained by a third party, and imported onto this page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content at piano.io When Facebook announced it was acquiring Instagram for a hefty billion dollars recently, a ripple of
excitement went through the entrepreneurial community at the thought of the incredible amount of money founder Kevin Systrom's made in just 18 months. But behind these get-rich quick dreams, what's it really like to go through a Silicon Valley acquisition and trade start-up life for a role at a bigger company? And what do young entrepreneurs
dreaming of becoming the next Systrom need to know about the realities of successfully negotiating the sale of their start-up? We spoke to acquisition veterans to find out. Turns out, many of them feel it's a lot like dating."Before you get married—and marriage in the context of a tech company is either an acquisition or an IPO—you need to date
around and figure out what you like," explains Chuck Dietrich, who is the former CEO of online presentation tool SlideRocket, and now serves as a VP at VMWare following the company's acquisition of his business. This "dating" process is key, according to Dietrich, because just like when you're starting a romantic relationship, shared goals and
compatible personalities are essential.Your networking and discussions should "give you a flavor of how the company works, what the culture's like, how your product could fit into their product mix," says Dietrich. And like in dating, doing actual activities (think of the always-stressful first couple's vacation) that bring out your true character is
helpful."You want to get to know the people and you want to do it in the context of actually doing something real. For example, doing events together or a product integration. That gives you insight into the culture. Are your people going to get along with their employees and is their going to be a cultural fit?" Amit Kulkarni, co-founder of productivity
app Do.com, now part of Salesforce, also cites the primacy of cultural fit. "Salesforce was a great match for us as they had a similar transparent and collaborative culture."David Stein, co-founder of social performance management company Rypple, also now acquired by Salesforce, opts for a dating metaphor as well but takes the analogy a step
further. Just as the excitement of a sexy new relationship can sweep daters off their feet and into less than successful partnerships, entrepreneurs being approached by acquirers need to keep their emotions in check, Stein feels."People can get really excited they're being courted. I've got this guy calling me for prom! That guy wants to go to prom!
Wow, this is exciting! You don't stop and think, do I really want to go to prom and do I want to go with any of these people? A big part of it is flattery," he says. "People sometimes get emotional and then all of a sudden they're in a deal and they haven't thought through what it really means. So they have to sit in a room and say, is this what I want to
do?"Stein suggests a cold, hard list of pros and cons to keep your feelings at arms length and ensure you're thinking rationally.Aside from a cultural fit, what other considerations do you need to weigh? Your mission and your people are paramount. "You really want to make sure you structure a deal that's good for the employees," says Dietrich,
warning that, "I've seen people do deals where they look like they were good on the surface, but when you got down to the rank and file employees it didn't work out well. Then you get attrition and the acquisition is not a success, so make sure you take care of the employees."Both Dietrich and Stein stress compatible missions as well. "When you
speak to the people that are interested in buying your business, do you feel like they have a clear vision of what's going to happen and what they're going to do with the business once this thing closes?" Stein asks, while Dietrich recommends startups, "have a written mission and broadcast and share that with the acquiring company and make sure
that's agreed upon." Completely shift your mission and you're likely to lose your employees who signed on for a different project, he warns.So after many anxious dates you've decided you're a match. Great! What's next? Obviously the lawyers will be hard at negotiating, but after the deal is nailed down there's still plenty of work to do to prepare for
the big merge. Much of this boils down to conditioning your employees for change."Once you join a company, things are going to move at a slightly different speed, there's going to be a new set of processes, so you have to plan for change. If you have the expectation that everything is going to stay the same, you're going to be disappointed," says
Stein.Dietrich agrees: "Undoubtedly things will change and you have to embrace those changes," he says, noting that this attitude needs to flow from the top-down.Also, for Stein, there really isn't such a thing as over-communication."Once it's known that you're going to do something, you want to be very transparent. We put out an FAQ. We would
ask our employees using our own system, what are you excited about? What's the one thing you're concerned about? We would aggregate all that feedback and then share it and discuss it. We would have weekly all hands meetings to talk about what was going on. Over-communicate, because in a void of information people get concerned," he
advises.Setting some metrics for what you hope to accomplish also helps according to Dietrich. "Have some real clear and simple metrics which speak to whether you're successful at [your] mission or not. That's a tool that people at the acquiring company can wrap their heads around and say, 'yes, this is working well.' And it's also something to keep
the employees well tuned to where they should be putting their efforts," he says. Kulkarni, also a fan of metrics, stresses they need to be ambitious. "Keep setting aggressive (or, seemingly impossible) goals for your business," he urges.You may have sealed the deal, but both partners still have lots to learn about each other, the veteran entrepreneurs
stress. Actively engage in the process of learning how each side of the acquisition does business."You really want to cross-pollinate, i.e. you want to add into our team veterans from the core company. That way you start to get a feel for how things run, what the culture looks like and you feel like you're more part of one business," says Stein.Dietrich
has also exchanged talent with the company that acquired his business, but he feels, like in any relationship, the right balance between closeness and space is important."The great thing about VMWare is they intentionally wanted us to stay in San Francisco and work some of our time in Palo Alto, but also bring some of the people from Palo Alto into
our office in San Francisco," he says.Stein likewise appreciates the room his acquirer has given Rypple to continue to express unique aspects of their company culture."We have a lot of developers. They like to play video games, so we converted one of the rooms, put PlayStations and Wiis in, and now we have a gaming room. That was part of our
culture. That was not in their culture here. That's now been implemented," he says, offering other examples of how Salesforce has let Rypple continue to be Rypple. "We were very big on T-shirts, things that identified the business, sweatshirts, so we went and designed new ones. People still feel like they're part of their start-up identity but they're also
part of a new entity. There are some small things that you do that may be unique and also things that operationally you think were advantageous, you want to promote and continue to do those things because that's part of why they wanted to buy your business in the first place."
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